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EASY LOGIC 

An odd ball logic professor gave a one question final 

exam.  The class was seated when 

the professor picked up a book 

and placed it in the middle of his 

desk.   

He turned to the black board and 

wrote:  “Using what we have 

learned, prove that this book does 

not exist.”   

Students began to write furiously, with 

some writing over 25 pages in the hour they 

were given to deny the exis-

tence of the book. 

One member of the class, 

however, was up and finished 

in less than a minute. 

Weeks later, when grades were posted, 

the rest of the group were shocked to see that the stu-

dent who left early was also the 

only one to get an ‘A’.   

How could he have done so well in 

so short a time without writing 

hardly anything?   

His answer consisted of two 

words, “What book?”    
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OPPORTUNITY IS MISSED BY MOST PEOPLE BECAUSE IT IS DRESSED IN OVERALLS AND LOOKS LIKE WORK - THOMAS A. EDISON 

THE HOPE OF A CHRISTIAN IS INSEPARABLE FROM THEIR FAITH  

HOME IMPROVEMENT STORE 

Two guys, one old and one young, are pushing 

their carts around at the Home Improvement 

Store when they collide.  The old guy says to 

the young guy, "Sorry about that. I'm looking 

for my wife, and I guess I wasn't paying atten-

tion." 

The young guy says, "That's a coincidence. I'm looking for 

my wife, too. I can't find her and I'm getting a little worried." 

The old guy says, "Well, maybe we can help each other. What 

does your wife look like? 

The young guy says, "Well, she is 27 yrs old, tall, with red 

hair, blue eyes, long legs, and she's wearing tight white shorts.  

What does your wife look like?" 

The old guy says, "Doesn't matter --- let's look for yours.” 
 

WHY SOME PEOPLE HAVE DOGS 

► Dogs don’t spend an hour to get ready to go outside in the 

winter   

► You don't need to get extra phone lines for 

a dog. 

► Dogs don't care if the peas are touching 

the potatoes. 

► Your dog isn't embarrassed if you sing in pub-

lic. 

► Dogs never resist nap time. 
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SEEING A SPIDER ISN’T SCARY. IT’S SCARY WHEN IT DISAPPEARS  

THE WHOLE EARTH IS FILLED WITH EVIDENCE OF GOD’S GLORY  

I ONLY CHECK MY VOICEMAIL TO GET RID OF THE LITTLE ICON  
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THERE IS NO FEAR IN LOVE. PERFECT LOVE DRIVES OUT FEAR, BECAUSE FEAR HAS TO DO WITH PUNISHMENT  

MY HOUSE WAS CLEAN YESTERDAY, SORRY YOU MISSED IT  

RIGHTEOUSNESS BEFORE GOD WILL EXALT AMERICA AS A NATION  
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DO NOT LOSE HEART. THOUGH OUR OUTER SELF IS WASTING AWAY, OUR INNER SELF IS BEING RENEWED DAY BY DAY  

DONT BE AFRAID,  FOR THE LORD YOUR GOD GOES WITH YOU  

1. TELEVISION: What were the names of the six chil-

dren on "The Brady Bunch"? 

2. GEOGRAPHY: Which of the Earth's oceans is the 

smallest? 

3. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: What is the lowest rank 

in the U.S. Air Force? 

4. LANGUAGE: What is the American version of the 

British plimsolls? 

5. LITERATURE: Which one of Shakespeare's plays is 

the longest? 

6. MEASUREMENTS: What time period is a decen-

nial? 

7. MOVIES: Which actor played himself in the movie 

"Zombieland"? 

8. ANIMAL KINGDOM: How many eyes does a bee 

have? 

9. ANATOMY: What are rasceta? 

10. U.S. PRESIDENTS: Which 20th-century president's 

Secret Service code name was Timberwolf? 

Answers 

1. Greg, Marcia, Peter, Jan, 

Bobby and Cindy 

2. Arctic 

3. Airman basic 

4. Sneakers 

5. "Hamlet" 

6. 10 years 

7. Bill Murray 

8. Five 

9. Deep creases at your wrists 

10. George Herbert Walker Bush 
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THE LORD SAYS, “I AM YOUR GOD; I WILL STRENGTHEN YOU, I WILL HELP YOU, I WILL UPHOLD YOU WITH MY RIGHTEOUS RIGHT HAND “ 

“THE FIRST TIME I SANG IN THE CHURCH CHOIR; TWO HUNDRED PEOPLE CHANGED THEIR RELIGION” - FRED ALLEN  
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I ALWAYS CARRY A KNIFE IN MY PURSE, JUST IN CASE OF CAKE  

I DON'T KNOW WHY I LEARNED ALGEBRA... I'LL NEVER GO THERE - BILLY CONNOLLY 

 

* The word hundred is derived from the word "hundrath," 

which actually means 120 and not 100. 

* New Yorkers went through a bi-

zarre phase of wearing chameleons 

as living ornaments in 1894. They 

were fastened to cushions, scarves and 

women's bodices with tiny chains and collars as 

little "jeweled playthings," but thankfully the 

trend was shut down by the SPCA, which banned their sale -- 

though not until over 10,000 of the creatures were already 

running loose in the city. 

* The microwave was invented after a researcher walked by a 

radar tube and a chocolate bar melted in his pocket. 

* Any photo you've ever seen of the Milky Way from space is 

either of another galaxy or an artist's rendition, since we're 

inside the galaxy and can't take an aerial view. 

* Kangaroos hop because their leg structure doesn't permit 

them to walk independently. 

* A 6-year-old Chinese boy named Ming Ming fell from an 

eight-story window, only to catch his ears in a metal grate, 

thereby saving his life. 

* In 2019, the Wendy's fast-food chain released a tabletop 

board game titled "Feast of Legends." It's played in a similar 

fashion to Dungeons and Dragons, with Wendy as the Queen 

and main character. 

* The Sistine Chapel contains a small side room nicknamed 

the "Room of Tears." This is where the new Pope is taken 

after winning the election, to relieve the 

emotion of that process. 

* Bananas are a natural source of 

radioactive isotopes. Just a few can 

often trigger radiation sensors used at 

U.S. ports to detect smuggled nuclear 

material. 

Thought for the Day: "If your actions 

inspire others to dream more, learn 

more, do more and become more, you 

are a leader." -- John Quincy Adams 
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